CANYONING Haute Besorgues
Easy level - requires caution as
starting to get steeper

From 10 years old and at least 25 kg

25 mn walk before - 0 mn walk after - 2h activity

Bring your bathing suit and water
to drink

42 euros per person

16 kms or 25 mn driving from Vals
les Bains (07600)
Ideal for groups, a huge number
of slides and jumps up to 8m, not
compulsory
“Brilliant canyoning experience”

Opinion written 2014/08/28 on Trip Advisor (SWFamily18)

We did a two hour canyoning decouverte with GEO
on the Haute Bésorgues river near Aubenas in the Ardèche with our 11 and 14 year old girls. GEO was recommended on Trip advisor and I was delighted with
the organisation and the experience... (read more)

How to find us !

OurProfessional
Guides !

In Vals les Bains (07600) head toward
ANTRAIGUES, drive 1km and turn left toward
LABASTIDE SUR BESORGUES (D243).
In Labastide sur Bésorgues head toward
Lachamp Raphael D243 (6 kms left), after Freyssenet follow D354 toward Zone nordique, the
meeting point is 2.5 km further on the car park
(on your right) before the little bridge over
the Besorgues river (500m after «Ponsac»).

on Google Map
and flash

on Google Map
and type: GEO
canyon Besorgues
GPS: 44.757415
4.291878 or
44°45’26.694 N
4°17’30.76 E

How

to choose your
Trip ?

Take into account the physical demands required, indicated in each datasheets with the following symbols:
very easy, ideal for
family, equivalent to
an easy 2 hour hike
easy, but requires
caution, equivalent
to a 3 hour hike
quite
difficult,
physical effort required, equivalent
to a 5 hour hike
very
difficult,
physical
preparation
required,
equivalent to 7 h

The equipment
provided
a helmet
a neoprene wetsuit
(5mm) one piece
wetsuit with long
arms and long legs
no harness
neoprene socks and
MIC canyoning shoes

